
Built for Professionals

Bring out the best in your images with a huge RAW editing and digital asset management toolset. Renowned 
for its organizational prowess and parametric photo editing power, ACDSee Photo Studio Professional 2020 
makes it easy to push boundaries. Loaded with blended cloning, non-destructive color grading, improved face 
detection and recognition, and extensive organizational enhancements, Professional allows you to unlock your 
creative potential. Blaze through all of the essential tasks of your photography workflow with this solid, 
GPU-enriched member of the ACDSee family.
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Product Description

Comprehensive Raw Editor

Make the most of your RAW images with Photo Studio Professional’s built-in support 
for over 500 camera models. For ultimate freedom, start with the rough data captured 
by your camera’s sensor and non-destructively transform it into whatever you want 
using exposure, contrast, color, repair, sharpening, and other detail-based tools.

Effortless Digital Asset Management

Finding, sorting, moving, organizing, and sharing—everything you need for complete 
mastery over your photography workflow is right here, at your fingertips. Add ratings, 
hierarchical keywords, categories, and location data to your images. Quickly identify 
photos for further processing with visual tags or customizable color labels.
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Blend of the Clones

Use the Blended Clone tool to copy pixels 
from a source area to a target area. 
ACDSee analyzes the pixels in the target 
area and blends them with the copied 
pixels for the most seamless repair yet. 
Blend away blemishes, telephone wires 
and poles, flash flares, lens scratches, 
water droplets, and general distractions 
and imperfections.

Product Description

A Whole Spectrum of 
Filters

Math has never been so colorful! Import 
and apply color LUTs— files that instruct 
ACDSee to map specific RGB values to 
other distinct color values—in Develop 
mode for flexible non-destructive color 
grading.and general distractions and 
imperfections.

Improved Face Detection 
& Facial Recognition

Organizing has never been this personal. 
Professional 2020’s Face Detection & 
Facial Recognition tool will find the 
humans in your photographs so you can 
name them for quick searching. ACDSee 
will immediately learn which names to put 
to which faces, and even will suggest 
possible matches.

PDF Support
View, navigate, and print PDFs. 

Sift through and rank PDFs 
based on importance. Discard 
useless ones or back them up 

to the cloud.

Adaptability & Security
Get files from the team over 
Dropbox ™ or OneDrive ™ or 
back up existing work with 
direct access to cloud sync 
root drives within Manage 

mode.

Put Your Files in Many 
Baskets

Create up to five image 
baskets to gather and hold 

images and media files from 
all over your hard drive. Name 
individual image baskets and 
use them to easily view, edit, 

or share their content.

Improved Duplicate 
Finder

Find duplicates across a 
variety of folders and 

locations. Rename or delete 
detected duplicates to keep 

your file collection under 
control.

Improved Batch Convert
Convert masses of files into 

other formats from one 
convenient, accessible dialog.

Improved Keyword 
Management

ACDSee now comes pre-load-
ed with a variety of usable 

sample quick keyword sets. 
Export keyword lists and share 

them with other users. Save 
countless hours of manual 

entry by importing established 
keyword lists.


